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Introduction

Upside-down loans, also known as underwater or 
negative equity, loan status isn't that complicated. 
It occurs when the amount you owe on your loan is 
more than the worth of the item you obtained the loan 
for in the first place.
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How Do People Get Upside Down?
   Your loan may go upside down for numerous reasons. For instance, 
if you buy a new sports car and wreck it before you pay it off, you're 
likely to be upside down because the resale value of the vehicle is now 
less than the loan balance. 

In most cases, however, you don't even have to try that hard to reach 
upside-down status. According to sources like Kelley Blue Book, or 
KBB, many consumers get into this kind of trouble by purchasing new 
cars before they pay off their old ones. 

Since banks and other loan makers can profit by consolidating debt, 
they're more than willing to roll an older loan balance into your new 
loan. While you may think you got away with a lower loan payment, 
this is ultimately to your disadvantage since you'll end up paying far 
more in interest over a longer period. 



Is  My Loan Upside Down?

   The easiest way to determine your current equity status is to compare 
your loan balance to your car or truck's fair-market value. This value is 
the amount you'd get for a trade-in deal, and it reflects your vehicle's 
actual worth. The difference between the two indicates whether you're 
underwater, and the size of the gap tells you how bad the situation re-
ally is.

When looking up your vehicle value, be sure to include rating factors, 
like any damage, equipment issues or extra features. These all play 
into how much a seller might be willing to discount you in return for 
your old car. Remember, however, that individual dealerships may not 
adhere exactly to the appraised value. If you're considering a new ve-
hicle, you need to actually obtain a real-life offer.



How Bad Can an Upside-Down 
Car Loan Be?

   The seriousness of going upside down on a loan depends on your 
circumstances. Some sources say it's not uncommon for drivers to be 
as much as tens of thousands of dollars underwater. 

Edmunds.com noted that in 2015, almost a third of all trade-in vehicles 
still had outstanding loans, and on average, their owners owed just 
over $4,500. KBB says that around 44 percent of all new car buyers 
owe money on their old trade-ins. These statistics don't even account 
for those who go into negative equity for other reasons.

While estimates on severity vary, it's clear that upside-down car loans 
are a major problem. It's also fairly obvious that this situation works 
well for lenders, or they wouldn't perpetuate the practice of making 
loans to people with significant underwater debt. In short, it's best to 
minimize the amount of time you spend subjected to such loan condi-
tions.
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44% of new car buyers 
owe money on their old 
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Almost a third of all 
trade-in vehicles still 
had outstanding loans.
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Owners owed just over $4,500

Trade-In Vehicles
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If you're smart, you'll do everything in your power to avoid starting off 
underwater. There are many ways to accomplish this, such as:

Don't Buy a New Vehicle 
Until Your Equity Is Balanced

   You may hate delaying the purchases you want, but sometimes, 
you're better off waiting. If you simply make payments until your cur-
rent debt amount and your vehicle's value are about equal, you'll find 
it much easier to go into a new loan with confidence. You'll save sig-
nificant amounts of interest that you can apply to accessories, main-
tenance and other related purchases.

Even if your car suffers some damage that reduces its value, waiting 
gives you more financial freedom. In other words, you'll have more 
room to negotiate when your credit isn't looming over your head like 
some dark cloud. Also remember that the new vehicle you want to buy 
will probably decrease in asking price over time. 



Refinance to Reduce Your 
Payoff Term

   If you can afford it, why not refinance your current loan so that you 
pay it off quicker? While most people refinance to give themselves 
more breathing room, restructuring to increase your monthly payments 
might save you on interest and get you closer to your new purchase.
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Of course, hindsight is 20/20, but it doesn't help if you're already sink-
ing in upside-down loan debt. These tactics could be worth consider-
ing: 

Look for Incentives
   Manufacturers commonly offer rebates, incentives and other pro-
grams. The idea behind these schemes is to boost sales, so they may 
provide consumers with benefits like:

• Special leasing
• Cash-back rebates,
• Down payments,
• Special annual finance rates,
• Special, or subsidized, leasing, and
• Low-interest financing.

Incentives may be offered directly from your vehicle's maker or through 
the dealership. In either case, the funds these programs let you save 
can be applied to get your current loan to a healthier state before you 
take on more debt. 



Sell Your Car
   Some experts suggest that small lenders and financial institutions, 
like credit unions, are willing to help you out if you're selling a car with 
an underwater loan. For instance, you might be able to work out a deal 
that lets you obtain your title and sell the vehicle outright. In exchange, 
however, you'll probably have to agree to fork over the proceeds and 
pay off the remaining difference. 

Smaller institutions don't have quite as much capital sitting around as 
larger banks might. As such, they may be more likely to assist you if it 
means your overall loan balance shrinks. Of course, the viability of this 
strategy depends on your commitment to paying interest on what's left 
over and your credit history, but it's a better option than many alterna-
tives.



Avoid Disadvantageous 
Consolidation

 
   Some sources recommend rolling over old debts and loan balances 
into new loans or lease plans. While this can technically get you into 
positive-equity territory in some cases, positive outcomes usually de-
pend on rebates, incentives and other programs. 

No matter how appealing it seems to be able to drive off the lot right 
away, you should be careful. Adding to your debt rarely helps you es-
cape upside-down status, and in the long run, you’re certain to pay for 
such decisions.
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